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About This Game

The Earth is now a cold wasteland, thanks to the rotten yogurt.
Forget all conventions, only surviving counts. Team up with your friends to terminate the epidemics… or all of mankind.

Join the action in a battle for survival

Simple, intuitive and addictive, Zombiotik is the couch game wich will make your living room a meeting place for you and
your expert and beginner gamer friends.

In a colorful and minimalist universe, 2 to 8 players try to survivre as long as possible to the epidemics triggered by a rotten
yogurt cargo by placing walls and barricades on their way. Catched by the undead? Join the horde of zombies you tried to outwit

and prevent the other players to win the game!

As a human, run with your skinny legs while bolstering your defenses against the infected with upgradable barricades… multi-
tasking at it’s best!

As a zombie, boost your undead motivation with power ups in your quest for BRAIIIIIIIIIINS

With it's simple handling, the game is accessible for the whole family. Inspired by the tag game, you'll experience many frantic
poursuits.
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zombiotik kickstarter

Great game, very easy to play, very fun game, and playable up to 8, a game to add to his collection to spend good parties with
friends and familly
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Zombiotik Release on Steam:
Hey everyone!
Zombiotik is finally here after months/years of part-time development. The team is very proud to show the result of our efforts.
Gather some friends, pick up a controller and enjoy the game together, that's what we want to do at Totema Studio. Lock your
doors so no zombie invasion can distract you during your playtime.

What's next:

 The tutorial will soon get a major boost so everybody from your family will understand the controls much better.

 The Kickstarter campaign was a blast. We will soon add other playable characters based on our great "Heroes of
Humanity" backers.

 We will also start working on console port for the game.

Know issues:

 Some users experienced difficulty with controllers detection. The next update will correct the issue. In the meantime,
starting to game by the .exe file directly outside the Steam interface corrects the problem.

 For keyboard enthousiasts (we really don't recommend playing Zombiotik without a controller), know that we added a
"Player0" to support keyboard controls. Use WASD to move around and "J" and "K" for actions in-game

Cheers!
Don't hesitate to contact us with any questions/comments/love/yogurt recipes and pictures of you and your grandma playing the
game together.
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